


CHART OF THE WEEK

The U.S. budget deficit is
growing at a time when the 
unemployment rate is falling, 
something that hasn't happened
in peacetime since World War II.
Goldman Sachs projects that
rising costs to fund the deficit 
will force the government to 
borrow more which will push up 
interest rates.
In all, the benchmark 10-year 
Treasury note yield likely will
rise from nearly 3 percent now
to 3.6 percent by the end of 
2019, Goldman projects.

Source: GS



MACROECONOMIC DATA



COMMENTS

• Eurozone PMI

The euro-area composite PMI survey creates downside risk for our 2Q GDP forecast

The composite headline fell to 54.1 in May from 55.1 in April, missing the consensus
estimate of 55.1

 the slowdown is unlikely to stop the European Central Bank from bringing its monthly asset
purchases to a halt by the end of this year

 the pace of GDP growth was always going to slow as spare capacity is reduced. The output 
gap stood at only about 0.5% of potential GDP at the end of last year. When that’s
completely eliminated the pace of expansion should decline to its trend rate of about 0.4% to 
0.3% quarter over quarter

source: bloomberg



• FOMC Minutes (1/2)

The May 1-2 FOMC meeting minutes showed policy makers calmly yet hesitantly
addressing the latest evidence of firmer inflation

The official communique stopped short of declaring mission accomplished on reaching
the Fed's 2% inflation objective -- even though the PCE deflator did register 2.0% year-
on-year ahead of the meeting

source: bloomberg; yahoo finance
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• FOMC Minutes (2/2)

Fed officials may be more confident that inflation pressures are firming, but they are a 
long way from feeling a panicked need to more swiftly normalize policy

At the same time, they flagged potential changes to the statement at future meetings to 
indicate rates were no longer as stimulative, and discussed adjustments in the rate of 
interest on excess bank reserves to relieve some pressures in the money markets

source: bloomberg; yahoo finance

COMMENTS

FED RELEASED A DOVISH COMMENT



• IFO

German business confidence halted a five- month slide as companies took stock after a 
temporary slowdown in Europe’s largest economy at the start of the year

European Central Bank chief economist Peter Praet has also put a brave face on recent
developments, saying Thursday that the euro-zone economy was “doing good.” He 
pointed to stretched capacity at the region’s companies as one reason for weaker growth

COMMENTS



On Thursday President Donald Trump cancelled his nuclear summit with Kim Jong Un, a 
meeting that would have been the first face-to-face encounter between a sitting US 
president and a North Korean leader

 Japan, Russia and Turkey detailed their compensation claims to the World Trade 
Organization showing how much US tariffs would add to the cost of steel and aluminium 
exports to the United States. For Russia these would be $538m annually, for Japan $440m, 
while they would reach $267m for Japan

NAFTA negotiations stagnate after missed congressional deadline (last Thrusday). With this, 
the new deal will potentially be discussed by the next US Congress, following the midterm
elections in November. 

source: efgam
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S&P 500 UST 10Y (yield)
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EuroStoXX 600 Bund 10Y (yield)
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EUR vs USD Gold
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